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1. ЭТВОООСХКЯГ (Development of fcclear Medicine la the ČS3B) 

Csechoslovak Muclear Medicine (ИМ) саве Into being relet 1те1у early1. In 1951, the 
first thyreoid examination was performed at the Institute of Endocrinology la ftrmgue 
with Iodine 1 3 1I supplied by the USSR. Since then the significance of KM has gradually 
grown. Fig. 1 demonstrates the Increase in number of MM departments as well as that of 
lnreatlgatlona performed by means of radiopharmaceuticals. At present етегу district 
centre hes at least one MM department and even many counties hare also Installed their 
own MM departments, which brings their total number to more than 50. They are equipped 
by scintillation computer controlled Anger cameras, even if for simple examinations, 
e.g. orthojodhippurate - J I nephrography, elementary sclmtillographs are still тегу 
useful. Czechoslovak MM may be regarded as a fairly developed medical branch of the 
national health sex-rice, its firm position having been gained by Inherent noninvasive 
diagnostic methods. The comparison of MM investigations yearly performed (related to 
1 000 inhabitants) In Chechoslovakia and in some other buropean countries represented 
in Pig. 2 shows the high MM investigation rate pro capita in our country. 
MM medicine has advanced not only quantitatively but also qualitatively. Starting from 
radioisotopes in the form of simple Inorganic compounds, radiopharmaceuticals have 
become very sophisticated during the past three decades. lot only various organic as 
well as biochemical compounds and materials have been used, as inactive part of radio
pharmaceuticals, but also completely new radionuclides have been introduced as active 
components. Czechoslovak MM joins any new stream in Investigation and development of 
radiopharmaceuticals in the leading world countries, usually very soon after its origi
nal introduction . 99mTc and Its sophisticated compounds have been used over two decades 
and they represent the most frequently applied radiopharmaceuticals. Progressive cyclo
tron-produced radionuclides such ss Ga and Tl were already introduced Into the 
Czechoslovak NH practice many years ago. 
The consumption of radiopharmaceuticals grows permanently with a rate of about 30 % per 
year, so the supply has become a problem. It has become obvious that the country cannot 
only rely on import and that "home-made" products should replace, at least partially, 
those which had been bought from abroad. 
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2. FRGDUCTIOH Oř lUMOPHARMACKJTICALS IB Ш К ČSSR 

The first In country produced radiopharmaceutical* war* orthojodhlppurate and r> »e 
bengal, both labelled with iodine 1 3 1 I . Their product I'm waa * tar ted in 1964 In tha 
Institute for Kescarch, Production and Application of Badiolaotopea (UrWR?* It waa 
baaed on the iaotopic exchange method with imported sodium iodata 3 I. 
the only sources of in-land radioisotop* production are located in the area of the 
Tillage Йег on the right bank of the Tltara river, about 20 km downstream from Prague. 
They are 
- the VYRS-type reactor originally of 2 Ml thermal power (started in 1957) in 1976 re

constructed up to 10 Ml, allowing now to irradiate samples with neutron fluxes u? to 
5 . 10 1 3 n/cm .s# 

- th* U-120 cyclotron accelerating deuteron* up to 12.5 MeV, alpha-particles up to 
25 MeV and protone up to 8 MeV with ion beam* inside the irradiating chamber up to 
200yuA| the facility waa in operation since 1960 till 1976; in 1980, tha new version 
of the U-120 H cyclotron with the azimitally varying magnetic field was Introduced, 
which enables us to reach higher energies, up to 40 MeV with protons, and 20 MSV with 
alfa particles and deuterone t attainable ion beam currents are of 50 - ЮО^иА. 

Till 1971, both facilities were operated by the Buclear Research Institute of the Cze
choslovak Academy of Sciences. Although fundamental reaearch was the main aim of the 
Institute, the ownership of both irradiation facilitiea has predestinated it to be 
engaged also in the radioisotop* production. At the beginning, it was only the irradia
tion service on special request, later on own production of some selected isotopes 
started3. Compounds of sulphur 3 5S and phosphorus ' t were the main product* from in -
- reactor irradiated target*! to some minor extent also other radioiaotopea ware invol
ved, namely t sodium copper Cu, potassium K, mercury 3Hg end selenium 75Se. 
Whereas the reactor production of radioisotopes was at leaat partially of a routine 
character, the cyclotron production of radioiaotopea waa only on a very small scale for 
supply to Inland customers on the basis of mutual research cooperation and contracts. 

52 
However quite a lot of products were developed and prepared, e.g. manganese J Mn, stron
tium 85Sr, fluorine 18», potasaium 43K, generátore 8 7Y - 8 7 mSr and 72Se - 72A*. ^ O * -
- tóGa. 

In 1971 the original Institute waa split into two parts. The first larger one, the 
•uclsar research Institute (NRI), supervised by the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commiesion, 
with th* aim *f more applied research, mainly in the field of nuclear energy, has become 
the owner of the research reactor and performed it* reconstruction a* it had already 
been mentioned. The second, smaller one. Institute of Vuclear Fhyaica (IMP), auparvl**d 
by th* Czechoslovak Academy of Science* ha* concentrated on research in fundamental 
nuclear physics| it obtained th* cyclotron and has provided the replacement of the older 
U-120 type by Ita new U-120 M version with higher accelerating energies. 

The NRI oi' the Czechoslovak Atomic energy Commies Ion sine* It* foundation in 1971 accep
ted as one of its obligations tha production of medical isotopes and baa become the sole 
producer of radiopharmaceuticals in CSSR. In 1974 the productions of orthojodhlppurata 
and roae bengal labelled with iodine " I have been started. The production at flvWR had 
to be stopped in 1969, a* th* larger quantities needed by Czechoslovak KM could not have 
been made in simple laboratory fuse hood* which were than th* only available facilities 
for that purpose. Th* newly atarted production In th* HRI was carried out already la •*-
mihot cells with semiautomatic remotely operated technique allowing ua to produce seve
ral CI (hundred* of GBq) per batch* 

Technetium 99вТс is at present used for th* preparation of a great number of radiopharaa-
oeuticale for human HI and thus la Is thl* field the mo*t important radionuclide. In th* 
68SR, It* amount needed represents «bout 35 % of th* total requirements of radlopharma-
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ceuticala*. Una production of 9 9 шТо "claaeioal" sorbtion generators using aluminium 
oxide as a sorption material «ma not suitable for us* The needed specific activity for 
making good quality 99mTc generator la more then 99Ho 40 CBq (1 Ci) per gram of Mo. 
Tht neutron fluxes of the reactor allow to reach specific activities not higher than 
about 10 GBq (250 mCl) per gram of Mo produced by the (n, gamma) reaction, with 
sufficient specific activity (practically "carrier-fret") can be obtained from uranium 
fission products. However, great problems of its separation from the 95 % of other 
highly toxic and irradiating flesion fragmente, the necessity of high purification 
and difficulties in final disposal of highly active wastes have prevented us from 
applying this technology for our relatively small-scale production. Instead, wt deci-
dtd to apply the extraction method with methylethylketone, where the specific activity 
of 40 «IBq of 99Mo/g Uo(1 mCi/g)ia sufficient. In 1979 we introduced ihe production of 
"Instant technetium11 '^Tc on the basis of a centralised extraction generator at NRI 
Řítí serving for hospitals of Prague and the Prague area, that covers about 30 % of the 
total 9 9 B T C consumption in the SSSR. 
The actual technology is shown in Pig. 3. The irradiated molybdenum oxide is dissolved 
in an aqueous potassium hydroxide solution, extraction Is performed by methylethylketo
ne. Tc is collected in the organic phase end after evaporation It is dissolved in 
an Isotonic solution, where it is present as TcOT ions. The pertechnetate solution is 
subjected to sterile filtration and poured into sterile multidose vials. Technical pa-

QO*n A in 99n 
rameters of 7:шТс are given Table I. Actual extraction of "^Tc from weekly prepared 

solution is carried out every day (during the night shift), so by 6 a.m. it is 
dispatched from the NRI. Instant technetium ie transported by car from $ež to the auxi-
xiary distribution centre in the Institute of Biophysics tf the Charles* University 
located in Prague. In the meantime, the analytical control is performed and its results 
art communicated by phone to the distribution centre* In case of any unacceptable value 
the delivery is stopped. Prom the distribution centre in Prague, cars of individual 
hospitals are collecting their packages In a "star system". The distribution network 
for hospitals of Prague and the surrounding arte is demonetrated in Pig. 4. Instant 
technetium is available at every hospital of the covered area at the same time, between 
7 and 7.30 a.m., i.e. at the beginning of the morning htalt* service shift. 
Production methods for kits designed for labelling with 99mTc have been developed and 
have undergone preclinical and clinical examinations followed by approval of the Corami-
tttt for New Drugs of tht Ministry of Health Services. The are: gluconate, pyrophospha
te, HEDSPA, bleomycin, SIPA, sulphur colloid, HSA aggregate, modification of HIDA. 
During the years 1980-82 a miniaturised version of the extraction 99nTc generator has 
been developed. Its scheme ia reproduced In Pig. 5 (and its general view in Pig. 6). 
This device allows to obtain instant technetium in hospitals of regional centere from 
"no potassium molybdate solution supplied weekly from the NRI Sež. Till now, four such 
devices are in operation in regional centres, i.e. Ostrava, Brno, Opava, Plzeň. 
In 1981, the production of the Indium generator, 113mIn has been introduced (1l3Sn -

3In) using tin enriched by Sn irradiated for two months in the reactor. 
67 Ga - gallium citrate was first routinely produced cyclotron radionuclide, zinc being 
used as target material. The production started in 1983. The following products are under 
developmtnt with a perspective of early introduction Into routine practicei thallium 
2 0 1T1, iodine 1 2 5 I , bromsulfoftaleln l 5 l I . 
The increase in production of individual products and their total compared with the 
entire consumption of radiopharmaceuticals in the 5SSR can be clearly deduced from 
Table II. At preeent, the total production of radiopharmaceuticals at fiei reaches about 
10 million Кие yearly. 
It should be mentioned that besides the major products, which were already enumerated 
and their production briefly described, also some other products are supplied on request 
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(such as orthojodhippurate labelled with 'i, metajodhippurate * I, etc.). To add 
more, during the years 1975-1960, the N81 helped to start the research and afterwards 125 the production of kits for radioiimnunoanalysie with products labelled with 'I at the 
"sister institute" URVJT (Institute for Radioecology and Exploitation of Nuclear Techni
ques) at Košice, which is also supervised by the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission. 
However, these products do not strictly belong to radiopharmaceuticals, as they are 
utilized for in vitro estimations. 
In future a \erj close cooperation as well as coordination of research, production and 
sale of all radioactive products for medical and biological applications in all three 
Institutes supervised by the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission, i.e. NRI - Řež, 
tfvWB - Prsha-Ualešice, ÚBJVT - Košice, are foreseen . 

3. FEATURES 0? CZECHOSLOVAK RADIOFHAflKACEUTICAL RBS3AECH 

The main aim of the radiopharmaceutical research in the ČSSR is to establish production 
methods for most important progressive radiopharmaceuticals introduced and proved else
where. Bringing these new products as soon as possible into routine Czechoslovak practi
ce, it makes possible for our Nuclear Medicine to be in the "Cirst platoon". 
On the other hand we are trying to find d s o some original ways how to contribute to 72 the radiopharmaceutical progress. Рог example, in 1973 a production method of Se had 

72 72 72 
been developed along with the Sr - As generator; ' Se has a half-life of 8.5 days 
and was therefore intended as a replacement of the relatively long-lived Se (half-
-life 120 days) in selenmethionin used for pancreas NU diagnostics. Since 1962, menga-72 nese lun has been produced, which was utilized not only in metallurgy but also for 
toxicological biological research in the ČSSR (in 1968 this isotope was also requested 
by physicians of the Groote Shuur Hospital ir Cape-Town for liver diagnostics). Fluori
ne T1 паз been experimentally produced since 1970 for bone examination . The special 
study has been devoted to the interaction of trace elements, especially of the lantha-
noid group, with blood proteins as an approach to the search for fundamentally new 
radiopharmaceuticals. 
Original approaches were also tried in the esses of some usual radiopharmaceuticals. 
Thus, for example, the production of lod'ne Jl has been solved not by the "classical" 
irradiation of xenon gas in pressure ampoules but by irradiating xenon difluoride. This 
method has shown some advantages over the previous one. 
A number of technical solutions ox the ""*Tc extraction generator, especially in its 
miniaturised version for in hospital operetion, has been conditioned by a sufficient 
creativity of our teams. Recently a fundamentally new approach to 59mTc generator 
design ha<3 been proposed". We are developing the so called "prefabricated"^'"1^ sorption 
generator (on the basis of polymolybdates) where the irradiation ampoule serves also as 
an extraction column and the target material is immediately utilised as an elution 
matrix. In this new generator, the amount of molybdenum in the extraction matrix is 
enlarged by about 10 times in comparison with the classical aluminum oxide matrix. This 
alteration should in future enable us to produce 99fflTc sorption generators with acti
vities of several hundreds of mCi (several tenb of GBq) even on medium power reactors 
with neutron fluxes of 2 - 8 . 10 1 2 n/em2,sec. 

4. INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS 

Czechoslovak radiopharmaceutical specialists are keeping wide international contacts 
and are cooperating with many foreign institutions. A well established cooperation w U h 
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practical mutual exchange of services ezlata between corresponding eatabllahmenta In 
the CUBA (Council of Mutual Economic Aid) countries, aainly with USSB and GDR. the 
exchange of reactor Irradiation services between the HRI - fiei and the ZfK - Rossendorf 
(GSR) which are geographically close (only H O km die tance) represents the basic condi
tion for contlnous radiopharmaceutical production all over the year* (Reactor operation 
schedules for both reactors are mutually coordinated*) 
Contacts and cooperation with other countries are aainly maintained through IAEA. Under 
the auspices of this organisation In the ČSSR, two International Courses on Radiopharma-
ey were held (1974 Prague, 1981 Hradec Královi) with Czechoslovak and foreign lecturers 
and participants from all over the world. 
Cur specialists in radiopharmacy have supported the local development of the field as 
IASA experts In the following countriest Chile, Sri Lanka, Peru, Kalaysia, Mexico. At 
the facilities of the SRI - fiež, specialists from the following countries have been 
trained in different aspects of radlopharmacyi India, Finland, Korea, Iraque, Fhilipl-
nea, Bangladesh, Kuba* 
Czechoslovak specialists participate in the IAEA Coordinated Research Programmes on 
radiopharmaceuticals and have been often invited by the IASA as experts to consultant's 
meetings* In July 1982 a consultant's IAEA meeting "Utilisation of Low Power Reactors 
for 99nTc Production" was held In Prague. The participation in the Coordinated Research 

ООля 1П 11 
Programme " Tc Generators" by elaborating the system of extraction generators * 
is another example. International cooperation in the field of 99mTc generators has been 
proceeding not only as an exchange of ideas but also on a commercial basis i in total, 
three 99mTc extraction generators were constructed to order and supplied with the 
complementary "know-how" to the USSR and Bangladesh. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Despite the fact that Czechoslovakia is a small country, its radiopharmacy may be re
garded as adequately developed. Not only we have our own production of radiopharmaceu
ticals, first introduced In the world leading countries, but we are also trying to 
contribute by new approach to the advancement of this area of the peaceful use of 
nuclear energy. Cur experience and tradition in International contacts make a good ba
sis for further extension of existing cooperation with other countries. 
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éS (year) 

Fig. 1. The status and prognosis of NM development in the ČS8ft 
Curve 1. Prognosis of yearly performed investigations 

(nil/year) on the baeisfcof analytical function Vt • Vj . 1,3* 
Curve II. Prognoais of yearly perfomed inveatigations 

(ail/year) on the baais of analytical 
function Vt« 32,6 • 32,1 t 

CurVe III. Number of NM departments 
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Blook achaná of production (Pig* 3) 
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1. University Hoapital I-
Vinohrady 

2. Inatitute of Biophyaica 
nad Inatitute of Neurology 
(Salaovaké, Kateřinské 
street) 

3. Inatitute of Clinical and 
Experimental Medicine 
(CIP IKEM) 
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4. Univeraity Hospital II-
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8. State Hoapital (Sanopa) 
9. institute of Endocrinology 
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Fig. ф - Instant Tc diatribution systea 
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explanations (fig. 5) 

Л - Activity input container 
В - Srichinghead 
С - extraction column 
0 - MEK Storage vessel 
В - Evaporator 
V - Cooler 
G - MBK evaporation vessel 
H - Column with Al2°3 
1 - Bottle with inactive K-CO. solution 
J . Sink 
К - Syringe in lead container 
L - Bacterial filter 
M - Controlling unit 
В - Generator glove box 

1 - extraction value 
2 - Air valve 
3 - Vacuum valve 
4 - Water-phase valve 
5 - Thermostat - control 
6 - KBK pump control 
7 - Vacuum pump and vacuum control 
8 - Vacuum regulation 
9 - Vater phase feeding valve 
10 - Dilution valve 
11 - Water phase removal valve 
12 - l&Lxing valve 
13 - Connection for water phase removal 
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Fig. 6 • Photograph of Miniaturised 9 9 иТс 
extraction generator type EGTC-30 
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Table I* farametere of pertechnetate 
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+ 1 0 » 
declared 
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• 1 0 » 
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Content 
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Other 
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0 . 0 0 5 » 
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table XI. Conauaption and production of radiopharmaceuticals during 1974 - 1985 

Tear 

KRI production 
( 1 0 3 12a) 
ОТВ-1Э1 
0JH-125 
BB-131 
tc-99B 
In-113a 
Mo-99 
aJH-131 
Ga-67 
Others 
Total 

Sat i re coneuap-
t lon i n the 6SSB 

( 1 0 6 Urn) 
Total import 
nx-product ion 
I t l - p r e d u c t i o n 
<*) 

1974 

1 600 
aw 

23 

a» 

«» 
ea> 

1 623 

1.62 

1975 

2 520 

5Ю 

3 030 

3.03 

1976 

2 750 

697 

3 447 

12.74 
9.25 
3.50 

27 .5 

1977 

2 716 

596 

10 
3 322 

10.13 
6.79 
3.34 

33.0 

1978 

2 978 

693 

15 
3 686 

12.63 
8.83 
3.74 

29.6 

1979 

2 940 
12 

627 
350 

23 
3 932 

13.49 
9.48 
4.01 

29.7 

1980 

3 557 
55 

723 
1 506 

50 
5 891 

5.84 

1981 

3 903 
67 

766 
2 335 

81 
4 

113 
7 269 

19.16 
11.89 
7.27 

37.9 

1982 

3 961 
91 

783 
2 465 

312 
308 

55 

166 
8 241 

21.35 

8.41 

39.4 

1983 

4 320 
133 
767 

2 515 
446 
304 

20 
371 
382 

9 258 

9.26 

1984 

4 683 
124 
731 

2 738 
506 
427 

20 
1 008 

217 
10 454 

10.45 

1985 

4 922 
80 

627 
2 781 

260 
553 
20 

2 259 
604 

12 106 

12,11 
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И. Hron, ?. Helicbar, B. BartoníSek 

НАМАТКЯ TBCHMOLOGISS IV ТВВ BDCLBAB RBSBABCK TKSTITUTB 



In the early period of the development of radiation chemistry, the research in Caecho-

slovakia was concentrated mainly in the Radiation Chemistry Department of the Buclear 

Research Institute. The major effort consisted origtaally in fundamental reaearch direc

ted towards understanding of mechanisms of the radiolysis of both aqueous solutions and 

organic compounds. In accordance with the world-widb trend, the research activities ware 

gradually transferred into applied area, namely to the moat perspective branch of the 

applied radiation chemistry, i.e. radiation technologies. 
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1. IRBAĎIATIOH PACILHIIS 

The CO - gamma irradiation plant la provided with two "well-type' irradiators. One of 
them la equipped with four rotating cylindrical containers is each of which material 
with a volume of about 50 dor sen be irradiated at an average dose rate of 1 kGy/h| 
axlally situated 'o source of «w 500 TBq (13.5 kCi) activity is no-ring in shuffle-dwell 
regime during the irradiation (Pig. 1). She irradiator la utilized mainly for service 
irradiation of medical materials, ftt other Irradiator la equipped with two rotating 
cylindrical containers, tne rest of the irradiation chamber being utilized for irradia
tion of material in various vessels, loops, etc.t the source activity is 490 TBq (13 kCi) 
and dose rates ^ 0.1 - 5 kCy/h. In addition to these two facilities, a -* 80 TBq (2 IcCi) 
irradiator ia used for irradiation of small laboratory samples. 
The accelerator laboratory ia equipped with two Tesla - 4 KeV linear high-frequency 
electron accelerators with output power of 0.1 and 1 kW, respectively. The 0.1 kW acce
lerator is designed for pulse radlolyais but can be used also for irradiation of ssall 
samples as wall as for dosimetric experiments. The 1 fcl" accelerator equipped with a 
conveyor system Is designed solely for radiation-technological experinents and service 
irradiation. 

2. COHSULTATIOH CEVTfiS »0R APPLICATIONS OP I OHI Z INC RADIATION 

To ensure the Irradiation service (both for internal and external customers) as well as 
consultations and expertises, the Consultation Centre for Applications of Ionizing Ra
diation was established within the Radiation Chemistry Department. Granting of consul
tations and elaboration of expert's opinions form the basic component of the Centre acti
vity. It covers the design and conatruction of irradiation facilities, dosimetry in irra
diation facilities, forward-looking search for new radiation technologies and applica
tions of Ionizing radiation as well as for potential institutions where these can be put 
into practice, expert's assistance on test irradiations, preparation of literature 
reviews on selected topics, organization of seminars and meetings of specialists as well 
aa presentations of lectures and education of specialists. 
The consultative and expert activity of the Centre reveals topics which should be inves
tigated further and which enter the plan of tne scientific and technological development 
and are solved often b7 other institutions. 

3. RADIATION TECHNOLOGIES 

In 1976, a government research project "The development and implication of radiation 
technologies and iiradiation technique" started and the Czechoslovak Atomic Snergy Commi
ssion entrusted the Nuclear Research Institute with its coordination. The resesrch pro
ject consisted of 12 items, 4 of them having been investigated 1л the Wuciesr Research 
Institute. 

3.1. Radiation syntheses 

Radiation syntheses of new compounds on the basis of low olefins - fluorinated alcohols 
and polyearboxyllc acids - ware centred on the elaboration of the basis for selected 
prooesaes on Industrial scale. Fluorineted alcohols ware prepared by a radiation-induced 
ohain addition reaction of trifluoro-chloro-ethylene with methanol and lsopropanol. Ra-
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dlatlon-lnduced reaction of malelc acid «1th alcohols waa utilised to produce polyoarbo-
xyllc acida (e.g. taxable acid) and their eatera. Various teeta proved that the product* 
can be uaed aa aeparatora for casting of epoxy-reains, synergistic ingredlenta to common 
tamaidea, inoombuatible hydraulic liquid*, textile agenta, elaatomer Пала retardanda, 
plaatlclsers for ^ " ^ " g materials| terebic acid can eerve aa a aubatltuta for citric 
acid. Unfortunately, nose of tha chemical enterprlaea «aa intereeted In Introducing the 
proceaaea Into the induatrlal scale, becauae the neceaaary raw materiále could not be 
eneured and the product marketing opportunltlea were Halted. 

3*2. Radiation vulcanization of elaatoaare 

tne project of the radiation-technological production of electrical wirea with silicone 

rubber insulation coneiated in the laboratory reaearch of the radiation vulcanization, 

the development of tha radiation technological unit and the construction and putting 

into the operation of the experimental production line. 

lbe proceaa of the radiation vulcanization waa inveatigated with commercial mixture* 

(without organic peroxidea) uaed In Kablo - Trehlabi for chemical vulcanization, namely 

mixture* from Dow Corning, Backer Chemie, Rhone Boulené and Syntheeia Kolín. The high 

extruaioo speed, low -<»«<—— doee necessary to achieve required tensile strength, satis

factory dielectric atrength, dielectric reaiatance and mechanical propertiea after the 

thermal ageing, were considered to be tha criteria of the mixture suitability. 

the development of the radiation technological unit waa baaed on the concept of the 

equipment used currently in the cable induatry, replacing the vulcanization "tunnel" by 

ELV - 1 electron accelerator (USSR) with output power of 25 kt, producing electron beam 

with tha energy of 0.5 - 1.0 meV. The electron accelerator ia vertically mounted above the 

vulcanized electrical lead and the downwards directed electron bean la magnetically «canned 

both in longitudinal and transverse directions. The reel equipment allows the production 

speeds up to 150 m/mln. The uniform irradiation of the wire insulation is achived by means 

of an equipment based on the principle of rotating meander ensuring the wire rotation 

along it* axis, the doae dlatribution in the wire insulation irradiated under the process

ing conditions was determined by using a dosimetric film wound around the core, thus si-

nulatln? th-ч Insulation. The average doaa nonuniformtу within a single doalxteter film 
layer amounted to 1(1.16 only. 
Uaing the dosimetric film* alao the irradiation field of the electron accelerator was 
aappedt on the baeia of the data obtained the optimum irradiation parameters - electron 
energy, beam current and the reel spaed - necessary to ensure the dosen of 30 and 50 kCy, 
ware calculated. To formulate the proceaa technological prescription, the regimes calcu
lated were verified through an extensive set of technological tests. 
The successful completion of this very complicated research project represent* a radiation 
technology with electron beam - unique in the world and firat in Czechoslovakia - which 
produced more than 40 000 km of wire worth of 60 million Kit since 1983. 

3.3. Radiation erosalinklng of plastics 

The research conducted in this perapactlva field la directed towarde finding suitable 
radiation-crosallnkable mixture* which could replace in tha cable Induatry imported mixtu
res necessary for applicationa «t temperatures abova 100 °C. Tha moat important role plays 
polyethylene having the long-term thermal atabllity only below 90 °C, while lta croaalln-
kad mixture* keep thermal stability up to 150 °C. The laveatigatlona were carried out with 
atablllzed mixture* containing Czechoslovak polyethylene Bralen KB-2-11 which ware lrra-
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dieted in the bean of tne Teela - 4 smv electron accelerator, lbe results obtained are 
promiaslng and give ua the hope that a mixture baaed on polyethylene of Czechoslovak 
production - optimum from the point of Tiew of proeeaa economic effect i vity - can be 
found. 
Recently, alao inveetigations of radiation-croaalinkatle mixtures based on polyrinyli-
denefluoride and Czechoslovak FTC have started. They ere carried out with the aim to 
replace the silicone rubber and teflone «Ire insulations - imported and expensive mate
riále - by inland or cheaper ones. It is supposed that the Buclear Research Institute 
In co-operation with Kablo-vrchlabi and organization Iovoprojekta-Prague «ill build up 
in the period 1986 - 1990 another radiation-technological line equipped with electron 
accelerator which will cover production of crosslinked cables and tubings from the ma
terials developed in course of this research project. 

3.4. Radiation diainfestation of wooden objects of art 

The method of radiation dislnfestatlon was experimentally tested in the ffuclear Research 
Institute. In co-operation with the Central-Bohemia Museum at Roztoky near Prague a ra
diation-preservation unit equipped with Co source «as built (Pig. 2). Several thou
sands of wooden objects of art ot diverse size and shape per year can be treated there. 

3.5. Other research activitiea 

In co-operatior with water-treatment institutions the problems of radiation sewage 
sludge hygienization - nasely the radiation-induced changes of filtration resistance, 
the utilization of hygienized sludge fcr agrotechnlcal purposes, and radiation-Induced 
lowering of tenzide concentrations - «ere investigated. The Co sources were utilized 
for regeneration of biologically clogged water wells in Veselí nad lužnicí and Břeclav. 
The application of radiation proved to be successful also when solving the problem of 
lowering cyanide concentrations in wells originating from chemical plants Syn thee ia-Ko-
lin, elimination of mycobacteria in drinking and service water in Ostrava and Plzeň 
region, as well as utilization of sludge as a fodder. 
Radiation ia of importance also for food and agricultural product treatment. In co-ope
ration with entomologists, the doses necessary for peat elimination are examined. The 
irradiated products are evaluated from the point of view of their sensory changes, the 
quality and the subsequent processing. The Investigations are at the very beginning, 
nevertheless, they indicate already now that radiation treatment is promissing espe
cially in the caae of some spices. 
Radiation sterilization of peat is examined for the production of leguue seed lnoculants; 
the irradiated peat servee as a new substrate for Rizobln production. The radiation ste
rilization leada to a higher concentration of Rhlaobium bacteria per pram of the prepa
ráte» tance the вале or even higher yield - e.g. of clover, pea, etc. - can be obtained 
applying a lower preparáte portion per field area unit. The determination of the optimum 
sterilization doals, the prolongation of the storage life and reaching of a high Rhiso-

blua tltre - represent the most relevant problems to be solved. 

A mobile irradiator equipped with 137Cs source is being developed} it «ill be furnished 

with an automatic control unit and a programme enabling us verification ot the procedure 

of the radiation treatment of wooden objects afflicted by «ood-rotting fungi. 

The forward-looking March la directed towards radiation hardening of paints (of home 

production) and problems arising both in industry and agriculture are being solved 
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(e.g. radiation dspolyorliation of atarch, elimination of Salmonella In flah floor). 

4. ООвШВПХ OV IOIIZXR RADIATX01 

Dosimetry In Co-gamma sources for purposes of both radiation-chemical experiments 
end service irradiations Is performed by using liquid chemical dosimeters, nesely 
Prick*, eerie sulphate, ethanol-chlorobenxene, and dlehronate dosimeter, covering dose 
range of «* 1(T - 10* Gy. 
Successfully hare been InTeatlgated alao probléme of electron dosimetry. The eelori-
metric calibration technique «as applisd trr doss measurements and calibration of routi
ne dosimeters In electron besae of two T<ele - 4 ssT acoelarators. A graphite diffe
rential calorimeter «as constructed for use in the been of the 0.1 kW accelerator and 
a «ater calorimeter for use in the Ьеак о! the 1 kJ accelerator. Dosimetric characte
ristics of several routine dosimeters, both thin films (radiochromlc, cellulose tri
acetate and PVC) and liquid systems «ere investigated. Ihln film dosimeters are used to 
determine the depth-doss distribution in various aateriala and the results ere compered 
with calculations according to the algorithms for energy deposition by electrons 
(Fig. 3 ) . 

5. BAMATKS-CHSilCAl PROCESSES IB" HDCIEAR POWER PLAHTS 

together with the development of nuclear power plants in Czechoslovakia various radia
tion-chemical problems arose. Their investigations required elaboration of speclsl 
experimental techniques, methods of "in-pile" dosimetry In dynamic irradiation condi
tions, as «ell as of complex analytic procedures with radioactive samples. 
The research has been focused predominantly on the behaviour of radioiodlne in the pro
tecting barriera of nuclear power plants. It contributed to the explanation of the 
behaviour of iodine compounds In the reactor coolant as «ell es in other parts of nuclear 
poser plants. 
Problem of the removal of volati1 e radioiodlne Is of primary importance from the point 
of view of the nuclear power plant safety. To remove the volatile radioiodlne forms In 
the cess of s "loss-of-coolant-accident", several spray solutions were suggested, 
squeous solution containing borate end thlosulphate being most important onei pulse 
radlolysls was utilised to elucidate the mechanise of its rsdiolytlc decomposition. 
A detailed Investigation of both radiolytlc and thermal stability of smother solution 
containing hydraslne and boric acid was performed aa «ell (Fig. 4). 
In Czechoslovakia, Industrial radiation technologies proved already in severel fields to 
be an effective, modern and progressive element with many technological and economics! 
priorities. At present, we create conditions for s gradual introduction of low-energy 
aeceleretors into our national economics in accordance with the worl-wide trends. The 
co-operation with the countries where such processes have been put into operation -
- MMeg them Japan - would be of a great benefit to us. 
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texts to Pigures 

Pig. It Scheme of the irradiation facility ROZA 
k1 2 ~ irradiation container» 
w 1 2 ~ **•* ot rotation of containera 
Z - radiation source 
•at*j - limita of movement of the radiation source 
S - movable shielding 
P - support of containers 
К - protecting tube of the moving source 
Dimension are given in mm* 

Pig. 2: Scheme of the irradiation chamber in the Central-Bohemia Uuseum 

Pig. 3t Depth-dose distribution in a two-layer material polymethylmethacrylate-Cu 
irradiated with electron beam; experimental points are compared with the 
curve calculated for energy of 3.8 HeV 

Pig. 4s Dose dependence of the decrease of fs_0?"J (open symbols) and £N2H-J 

(full symbols) during dynamic irradiation in a model of containment at 28 °С; 
doae rate of 0.25 kOy/h 
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The problem of a complex method of aafa proceaalag of radioactive waataa arising during 

tea operation of nuclear power stations baa baan studied simultaneously with tha opera

tion of our firat nuclear power station. A policy was aat imposing a responsibility for 

tha aafa processing of radioactive waatea on the organiaatlon operating the nuclear 

power station. 

the layout of tha PIK nuclear power station 7-1 situated the treatment of liquid waataa 

and the storage of solid waatea and concentrates, i.e., spent ion exchangers and concen

trate from an evaporator, directly on the site of the power station. 

According to this project, tha concentrates and tha ion exchangers are stored in 
stainless-steel tanks and the solid waatea in concrete tanks. Capacity of the storage 
tanks haa been chosen for approximately 5 year's operation of the power station. During 
this period, either new storage tanks should be built or a complex system of the radio
active waste management should be introduced. 
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i . SB лзшоопг or тш IABKUCTETB «ASK IBOCBSSZK i» CMCBOSLOWHA 

О м Cseohoelovak conception of n safe treetmant and final dlap. sal of radioactive wastes 
fro» the operation of nuclear power planta baa bean worked out at tba and of oeventiee. 
П а concept la baaed on tba following prlnclpleet 
1. Tba managament ahould cover all typeo of aaatee. 
2. The volume of maataa to be atored anould be minimised. 
ЭФ The form of aaataa should be chosen so aa to eatlefy optimally tba safety requirements 

daring tbe treatment, transport and etorage. 
4. technologies and equipment developed In Czechoslovakia or In the СВЕЛ member statea 

will be used, thus, requirements to research and development have arisen as «all aa 
tba necessity appeared to form a closs Interconnection between the research, design, 
equipment production, construction and the power plant practice. 

5. Whenever proeslble, the recommendations of the IAEA will be respected. 
the Czechoslovak conception If the safe proceeding and geologic disposal of radioactive 
wastea includest 
1. Solidification of concentrated liquid wastes on the power station site by the processes 

of bltuminlsetlon (using the bitumen wmulaien or molten bitumen) or cementation possib
ly with the Insertion of s calcination proceaa prior to solidification. 

2. Solil wastes will be sorted. П и combustible wastes will be Incinerated, the Incombus
tible wastes will be compacted. 

3. Solidified wastes, light ash (after the addition of an appropriate binder) and 
compacted wastes are placed in metallic drums* 

4. Chase drums are transported in shielded tranaport containers from the nuclear power 
station to the regional repository of radioactive waatea. Two engineered repoaitories 
are In operation. One is placed In the Czech Socialist Republic, the second In the 
Slovak Socialist Republic, the repositories are, in both cases, a part of the nuclear 
power station (Dukovany, mochovce). 

5. The repoaltoriee are made up of several reinforced concrete underground tanks supple
mented by further barriers preventing penetration of the radioactivity into environ
ment. 

6. Tne problems of nuclear power station decommissioning end of storage of the correspon-' 
ding radioactive wastes are still to be settled definitively. 

This conception was approved by the Czechoslovak govement in 1979. 
The Czechoslovak government aa wall as other authorities pay permanent attention to the 
problems of the nuclear power station radioactive waete disposal. This can bs documented 
by a series of government regulations and bills which have been Issued after the concep
tion mentioned above had been accepted. Since 1979 until now, Presidium of the Czecho
slovak government issued three decreee dealing explicitly with the nuclear power station 
radioactive waste disposal. 
In the following parts of this Information, some examples of technical solutions of the 
solidification process will be presented which uave been lether completely developed In 
the Nuclear Researc Institute of their development has been Initiated by or has begun 
In the Institute. 

2. SOLIDIFICATION 07 LIQUID RADIOACTIVE WASTES BY THE BITUMIHIZATION 

The research activity of a series of Czechoslovak research Institute (Research Institute 
ot Jhiolear Tower Plants, Power Planta Bohunice, Resesrch Institute of Chemical Equipments, 
královopolská Machinery Plant Brno - KSB) has resulted in the design and construction of 

a pilot plant bitumlnization unit which Is, st present, installed at the area of the 
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Csechoelovak nuclear power etation at Jaalovake Bohunice. 
The developed technology la baaed on the fixation of liquid concentrates of the total 
salinity up to 200 kg/ar Into bitumen. Ihe process ia carried out at temperatures up to 
160 °C in the rotor fila evaporator of the type series ISB EK0-2-5 with a steeee-heated 
evaporating surface of 2 a 2. Bitumen is dosed in the fora of en aqueous bltuaen emulsion 
coartercially produced by the Czechoslovak petrochemical industry. Up to 40 % of mass 
filling with solid radioactive 3alts can be reached after evaporating water* Throughput 
of 100 - 16C do^/hour of the concentrate of a relatively high content of boric acid salts 
has been reached using the prototype equipment. The leaching rate of the product obtained 
was of 10"4 - 1СГ5 g.cm" .d determined according to the standardised leaching method 
accepted by the IAEA (Vienna). 
The product is filled into 200 dur metallic drums which are (after the capping) transpor
ted to the repository. At present, variants of this fixation method are being worked out. 
We can mention the fixation of the concentrate into molten bitumen (without the use of 
an aqueous oitunen emulsion) and the fixation of a calcinate into molten bitumen. 
The experimental operation of this unit under inactive as well as active conditions 
enabled us to obtain a sufficient number of mechanical and technological operational 
parameters, concerning the tested individual technologic apparatus as well as the whole 
unit. This experimental unit became a model for two stations for the liquid radioactive 
concentrate processing built at Jaslovské Bohunice and the Dukovany nuclear power station. 
The project was worked out by the firm "Bnergoprojekt" (Prague) and "Chenoprojekt" (Prague), 
KS3 - 3rno becaae the final supplier. 

The bitumlnization station is designed to the treatment of liquid concentrates, spent 
organic ion exchangers and to the fixation of the ash from the radioactive waste incine
rating plant at the power plant area. The complex includes the rotor film evaporators 
with the throughput of more than 200 Ли /hour, a horizontal calcinator (as an Ion exchan
ger drier) of a throughput of Ю С dr. hour, a boiler - type homogenization unit for the 
fixation of dried i or. exchangers and ash into bitumen of a throughput of 40 kg/hour. 
Some equipment cccnon to these bituninization units has also been designed (viz. for 
concentrate and emulsion dosing, decontamination unit, transport of treated wastes to the 
repository, safety and operational control and monitoring system). 
A continuous operation ia supposed with the offtake of the concentrate from a tank with 
the capacity of 10 m , the content of which has been homogenized. The product running off 
the evaporator is filled into stainless-steel drums with the capacity of 200 dm . The 
control of the filling and of the shift of the conveyer drive dog is carried out automa
tically by a high-frequency sensor indicating the bitumen mixture level in the frum. An 
automatic drum capping device is also placed on the conveyer. The drum filling and the 
capping are nonitored by TV monitors placed in the control room. The condensate is 
collected ir. a tank and, after the radiochemical checking, it is either used for the 
preparation of decontaminating agents or returned back to the ion exchange purification. 
An independent part of the station (will be operated only intermittently) is formed by 
a set composed of the electrically heated calcinator (ion exchanger drier), screw con
veyers transporting ion exchangers and ash to the boiler homogenization unit. The bitu
men product is also discharged into stainless-steel drums of the capacity of 200 dm3. 
The milt is pipe-connected with the bituninization unit in such a way that it is possible 
to use the calcinator also for a treatment of the concentrate if a need arises. As the 
•pant ion exchangers radioactivity is by several orders higher than that of the concen
trates, sampling points are installed in all exposed parts of the unit. 
The operation (in every power station) will need, at a given degree of automation, 7 ope
rátora including shift foreman, technologist and assistant chemist. Five shifts a week 
and the treatment of 400 or of the concentrate/year are supposed. 
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Construction ooeta (project eatliaite) - 30 million lea. 
lojulpmamt eoata (project estimate) - 50 million П а . 
Specific operating ooete (including transport) are estimated to be 2 500 «Se/1 a3. 
latlaetlng the service life to be 30 years, the total coats should be approximately 
9 500 Жее/в? which eorreeponda to approximately 670 US dollars/1 яг. 

3. MOBILE Ш И Т РОЯ ТНВ SOUDIPICATIOH OP RADIOACTIVE WASTES "MESA I" 
3.1. Characteristics 

The mobile unit for the solidification of radioactive wastes "MESA I" has been designed 
end manufectored In the Buclear Research Institute with the aim to help the nuclear power 
stations with the solution of actual problems connected with the processing of low-level 
radioactive wastes. The acronym "MESA I" has been derived from "mobile experimental soli
dification automated". 
The unit allows to carry out either the process of direct cementation of ligued «mate 
concentrate of the nuclear power station or the process consisting of calcination in a 
rotary calclnator followed by mixing the calcinate with cement. A substantial reduction 
in the resulting product volume is obtained using tht second process. The retardation 
effect of boric acid on the solidification of the mixture la eliminated by suitable addi
tives. The unit is composed of several Individually transportable modules so that it can 
be (after finishing the operation at one place) installed at another р1*зе In a relative
ly short tine. This versatile solution gives also a possibility of experimental work, 
for example, to change various technological component» or to extend technological appli
cations. 
The unit is especially advantageous in the following cases> 
- if it is necessary (in a certain plant) to install the solidification unit in a short 

time, for example, in the case when a critical situation resulting from the filling up 
of the tanks with wastes is to be managed; 

- if there ia the need to test and verify "in situ" a suitable technology for a given 
type and composition of the wastei 

- if it is necessary to overcome the construction time of a stable solidification unit» 
- If it is necessary to train the personnel of the future stationary units in the techno

logy of radioactive waste treatment and in handling these wastes. 
The advantages of the principle used are as follows: low costs, higher safety of opera
tion, low dose rates on the drum surface, incombustibility of the product. 
The unit can also be used to the treatment of wastes of other branches of industry, for 
example, of chemical industry. 

3.2, Arrangement of the solidification unit 

The solidification unit is composed of three separately transportable parts (modules, 
?ig. 1, Pig. 2) of the weight of 3.5, 3.0 and 2,6 metric tons and of the ground plan of 
2.3 x 5.6 m. The total height corresponding to the arrangement of the individual modules 
above each other is of 5.4 m. The lowest one is the homogenlser module containing a ho-
mogenlzer, a turntable with two places for a drum, additive tanks, a condensate tank and 
a rinsing water tank. Above this module, the scale moduli is placed containing automatic 
scales for weighing liquids and loose materials, a bunker with a calcinate screw conveyer, 
a concentrate tank and a condenser. The upper calclnator module consists of the calcina
te? and the aerosol filter. Piping and electrical wiring in the Individual modules are 
permanently installed, flexible connection between the individual modules is made by 
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tyMig» ела cables «1th eemnectora. 
in Independent part of the unit is a cement alio. It Is situated on a stand mnich can be 
loaded with gravel In order to increase its stability. Other Independent parts are an 
inclined cement scram oonveyer and a distribution box with control panels* Manual aa 
wall ma automatic operation is poaalble depending on the sat work schedule, the distri
bution box 1з interconnected with the nodules by a bundle of nulticore oablea of the 
length of 12 m. 
total coata of the unit are of 3.4 million KSs which corresponds to approximately 240 
thousand US dollars. The coata structure is as follows: 
Beeearch and development costs 14.2 % 
Design and manufacturing In the SRI (Including material) 23.5 * 
Calclnator and some commercially supplied components (scales, tar its) 26.6 % 
Tests and transport 3.5 % 

4. DEVBIOPIODT OF 1KB У1ТН1Р1САП0В PBOCESSES 

The process of vitrification of radioactive wastes has already been developed in the 
Buclear Research Institute in the sixties when the main attention was paid to the methods 
of solidification of the high-level liquid war tee. Applying the experience of the Czecho
slovak glass and pe^rurglc industry, the process has been proposed using natural and 
synthetic basalte as a baaic matrix for the incorporation of wastes. The next phase of 
the development of the process was characterized by a detailed study of the phosphate 
technology* Simultaneously, the calcining and melting apparatuses have been developed, 
the technological process has been proposed and a pilot facitily consisting of the hori
zontal rotary calclnator and of a furnace with the mid-frequency induction heating has 
been constructed. 
in intense development of nuclear energetice has shown the necessity to work out methods 
and processes of treating the usual wastes arising during the operation of Czechoslovak 
nuclear power stations. These processes should be as safe and cheep as possible. Chemical 
compoaition of these wastes (high concentration of boron compounds and sodium) implied 
the possibility of developing a process of vitrification of nuclear power stations wastes. 
A system based on phosphate and silicate matrix has been studied in detail and informa
tions have been obtained on the possibility of their application to wastes of a very 
broad range of concentrations. The silicate system which is more advantageous from the 
point of view of technology has been studied in more detail. A series of variants of the 
application of cheep natural materials as glass-forming admixtures has been tested. The 
clay minerals based on alumlnosllicates have been predominantly studied. Radioactive 
wastes could be Incorporated Into these systems in concentrations resulting in volume 
reduction factors higher than 10. This represents a substantial reduction in the transport 
and storage costs. The final products of solidification exhibited parameters of chemical 
resistance which were of the same level as those of similar products with incorporated 
high-level wastes. The process mentioned above has been tested on pilot facilities sith 
melting units heated Inductively or by the Joule's heat (Pig. 3. 4, 5, 6). 
Experience obtained during the development of this process as well as during the develop
ment of the corresponding equipment is, at present, being applied in designing a process 
for the vltrlfnation of radioactive wastes of non-standard types and of a vory high 
level of activity. The occurence of such wastes can be expected during th* dismantling 
of nuclear power stations, when anomalies arise during power station operation and, pro
bably, during normal operation if a substantial updating of the treatment of wastes is 
Introduced leading to waste volume reduction accompanied by a substantial Increase in 
their radioactivity* 
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A aarlaa of otbar tecbaoloalee aad eealpaaata «bleb bave bees developed (or are belae. 
developed) 1» tbe aaeleer h n i i t h Iaetltate or otaar r f area laatltatee la Caaehoalo-
vakia could not bo aaatloaad la datall Is tbla abort explanation, therefore, «a aball 
only give thalr brief everviawt 
- laolatiOB of biotoilc oalttara froa bleb-level aaataai 
- coaaaetlac of aoft aaataa| 
- aaata eoaaaatloni 
- tranapnrt ejeteae <»» *»*««>; container*i 
- eertlag of ratlaaotlTa aaetee* 
Geological aapaeta of tea radioactive aaata atorage aad dlapoaal bav* aleo Ъаав atadled 
la Caeenoalovakla. A coaalderabl* attention la paid to tba teebalcal and economical eve-
laatloD of tba proceeeea being developed aa aell aa to tbe application of tbe aetboda of 
ayataa analjala. 
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•taxa of t te I «alt 

Uanla radioactive aaataa 

analoastlvlty level 
total sal inity 
•árie aola salta content 

107 Be/aa3 

400g/en 3 

130 g/e»3 

LtlBC protect 
Stnagth of t te eolidlfled batch 
aftar 2B years 

U l l t y aftar CO deyet 
for dtraet caaantatton 
far »r1*<mt*-"-' with eenentatloa 

capacity 
и of t te banal «1th the aroawct 
•a rataa at t te barrel asrfeeet 
far direct caasatatloa 
far calcination «1th caaaBtatloB 

eolldlflcatlon tla» 

28 are (200 k») 

200 • a * 

1СГ3
 в . саГ 2 . а - 1 

400 ks 

50 
150 

15 - 30 hourá 

for direct 
for direct 
operation 
for calcination with 

operation 
autoaatlc 

•tatlon 

0.5 ar of t te eoncentrete/bour 

0*6 sr/hour 

0.1 nVhout at 5 - 10 tiaes 

•olaae of tat resulting product 

m—iialoiiB (Is am) end aaee 

nodule 

nodule 

calcinetor nodnlt 

3 nodwlee above each other 

>t ello 

at alio fraae 

ceaent alio with the fraae 

Inclined ceaent ecrew conveyer 

Control panel box 

2 350 z 5 600 ж 2 000, 3 500 kg 
2 350 x 5 600 x 2 000, 3 000 Yg 
2 350 x 4 500 x 1 400, 2 600 kg 
2 350 x 5 600 x 5 400, 9 100 kg 
dlaaeter - 2 870, height - 6 150, 1 250 kg 
2 300 x 2 300 x 500, 200 kg 
height - 6 650 
length - 7 900, 370 kg 
800 x 800 x a 000, 200 kg 

Other data 
Operation personnel - 3 operátora (shift forsaen, engineer, 
necessary area for the Installation In the plant ~ 60 a2. 

operator) 
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7 . BASIC ТКЛШТОЪ ЫЯк 

1. neutralised l l a a i d waste charmeterieetiomi 
-3 

- total salinity up to 400 kg • • 
- the borate content up to 130 kg . a 
- specific activity up to 10 GBq . a"3 

2. Process characteristics! 
- the hand operation throughput 0.5 a3 . h"1 of concentrate 
- the automatic operation throughput 0.6 a 3 . h~ of concentrate 
- the "a1"lTwr throughput 0.1 a 3 . h of concentrate with contemporary diminution of 

the product volume to 10 - 20 * 
- the cement-waste mixture setting time up to 30 hours 

3. The range of operation parameters settingi 
- the balances preeet в - 100 kg 
- the balances discharge aignal preset 0 - 5 kg 
- the stirring time of the hoanganlxar 0 - 999 вес 
- the honogeniser electromagnetic valve open time preeet 0 - 99 see 
- the additive pumping time preset 0 - 999 sec 

4. The mate package description t 
- 200 dm3 slid steel barrels 
- hand-closing and the lift-truck manipulation 

5. Basic distensions and weights of installations! 
- the hoBOgenizer module 2 350 x 5 600 x 2 000 mm, 3 500 kg 
- the balances module 2 350 x 5 600 x 2 000 am, 3 000 kg 
- the calclner nodule 2 350 x 4 500 x 1 400 ma, 2 600 kg 
- the whole module set 2 350 x 5 600 x 5 400 am, 9 100 kg 
- the cement-silo t 2 870 x 6 150 mm, 1 250 kg 
- the silo stand 2 300 x 2 300 x 500 mm, 200 kg 
- the cement silo with the standi height of 6 650 ma 
- the cement slant-screw-feeder lenght of 7 900 mm, 370 kg 
- the control panel 800 x 800 x 2 000 am, 200 kg 

6. Operation termst 
2 

- the minimum operation area of 60 m 
- the concentrate inlet tube connection to a flange with Nominal Inside Diameter (ND) 

of 25 mm and lominal Pressure (HP) 1.6 ape 
- the overflow concentrate reflux flange П> 50, IP 1.6 
- the water Inlet flange (2 m 3 . h"1) HD 50, IP 1.6 
- the condensate (or rinse water) outlet flange HD 25, HP 1.6 (may be shared with the 

next connection) 
- the Inactive watera drain flange HD 50, HP 1.6 
- the compressed air (min. 500 Kpa) flange HD 20, HP 1.6 
- the central active ventilation flange HD 50, HP 1.6 
- the electric power supply of 380 V, 50 Ha, 150 A 
- the cement-tanker with a pneumatic cement transporter 
- a lift-truck for manipulation with barrels 
- an Interim storage area 
Hotei All flanges must be made according to the Czechoslovak Standard No. CSV 12 1224. 
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7. Transport termst 

- a covered transportation means for nodules 

- the modules must not be tilt 

- transportation aeans for the cement-silo and tha «lent-scres-feeder in horizontal 

positions 

- the control panel should be transported lying on the back side at the polyurethane 

pad with thickness of cín. 100 snu 

MBS* I has a number of advantages compared with similar units made in other countries. 
The most essential of them consists in the advanced chemical technology, for the reali
sation of which it is specified. Putting a calcination procedure prior to the cementation, 
both the coefficient of volume reduction and the product quality can be increased substan
tially. However, the unit can be used in th» direct cementation mode of liquid wastes 
concentrate aa well, if necessary, with a throughput corresponding to that of tha foreign 
plants. 
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MOBILE DRYER AND CONCRETE MIXING PLANT-DESIGN 
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Twc modules of MESA I Lower homogenizer module Upper — the scales module 
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The same as figure 1. In the forefront the drums with caps are shown. 
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A part of the vitrification apparatus One can see Mixing vessel The dosing apparatus for powdery 
substances 
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